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BIK VAN DER POL



ON THE WORK

We work collectively since 1995 as Bik Van der Pol. Through our practice we explore the 
potential of art to produce and transmit knowledge, and we research methods of how to 
activate situations in order to create a platform for various kinds of communicative activities. 
Our work engages with the ‘public realm’ (the public good, questions around planning and 
public space, and public property), aiming to create the necessary potential for a dialogue and 
an ever-reforming discourse through which we develop an understanding of situations that 
surround us. 
The circulation of knowledge and reuse of existing and leftover spaces, forms, and situations 
are important strategic tools in our work. We address “normal”, neglected or forgotten 
situations, not by adding yet another new idea to the cycle of production and consumption, but 
by revising and reactivating an existing situation. 
Notions of detachment, such as displacement, reconstruction, and copying, allow something 
to outgrow its original roots, boundaries or limitations, and can be mobilized as instruments to 
enclose a collection or intellectual domain to critically explore its potential. 
Our work aims to improve situations, add what is missing, and highlight what is in the dark 
and to open rather than close, applying a strategy of setting up a situation that will potentially 
generate exchange on thoughts and ideas. Much of our work may be described as site-sensitive 
and constructively critical; we examine a particular (urban, social, public) context and question 
the possible role and function of art and artistic practices in relation to these contexts as a 
generator for change. 
Art is either Plagiarism or Revolution*, or: Something is Definitely Going to Happen Here, started 
in 2007 in Belgrade, in response to the barren site of the unrealized Museum of Revolution 
in New Belgrade. The Museum of Revolution was supposed to open in 1981, but only the 
foundations were laid. The construction was stopped in the late 1970s and since then left 
unchanged. All that can be seen today is a huge concrete platform with iron poles sticking out 
of it. 
Art is either Plagiarism or Revolution*, or: Something is Definitely Going to Happen Here explores 
the potential of revolution as (media/ted) event, taking form as a series of works that 
continuously develops and explores different forms of (re)presentation and manifestation: the 
production of a film (video, 30 min.), a poster (insert in Open Magazine, vol. 14: Art as a Public 
Issue, published by SKOR/NAI), installations and a neon work with ‘start-up problems’, and 
the making of a musical score to this film in collaboration with different bands as a continuous 
part of the project. For the making of a musical score to this film, we started to work with 
different musical groups and bands –so far in other cities than Belgrade– on what ‘revolution’ 
could mean today. This incorporates a specially recorded soundtrack, produced during one-day 
rehearsals in a studio-situation by the Glasgow Improvisers Orchestra. A subsequent soundtrack 
has been performed by the young Trondheim-based activist punk band Bittre Barn. The film of 
the site and of the music perform a study of incompleteness, of foundations which are not yet 
ruins. 

Bik Van der Pol
* Paul Gauguin



ON THE ARTISTS

Bik Van der Pol work collectively since 1995. They live and work in Rotterdam.
Bik van der Pol explore the potential of art to produce and transmit knowledge. Their working 
method is based on co-operation and research methods of how to activate situations as to 
create a platform for various kinds of communicative activities.

Projects and exhibitions include: 
(2010) ENEL award, MACRO (Rome); Learning From Vancouver, Western Front (Vancouver); 
Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen (Rotterdam); Speculation, Commonlands, Oslo;
(2009) CCA Glasgow; Lyon Bienniale; Wysing Art Centre, Cambridge; One Day Sculpture, 
Auckland, New Zealand; U-Turn, Copenhagen, Denmark;
(2008) I’ve got something in my eye, Marie Louise Hessel Museum/CCS Bard, Annandale-
on-Hudson, NY; Becoming Dutch, Van AbbeMuseum, Eindhoven; Plug In, Van AbbeMuseum, 
Eindhoven; For Reasons of State, ISP Whitney, New York; Utopia Transfer, Kiscelli Museum, 
Budapest; 
(2007) Istanbul Biennale; Models For Tomorrow, European Kunsthalle, Cologne; Moscow 
Biennale; Temporary Measures, Associates, London; 
(2006) Trans(cient) City, Luxembourg; Issuefighters, INSA Art Space, Seoul; Fly Me To The Moon, 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam; Naked Life, MOCA, Taipei; 
(2005) Secession, Vienna; Cork Caucus Cork; 

Part of their practice includes publishing books, such as for example Catching Some Air (2002), 
With Love From The Kichen (2005), the ongoing serie Past Imperfect (2005, 2007), Fly Me To 
The Moon and +82 (2006), The Lost Moment (2007), Istanbul, 29 Locations (2007), Public Arena 
(2009).

All their projects can be found on their website, www.bikvanderpol.net



Documentation of the piece “Art is either Plagiarism 
or Revolution*, or: Something is Definitely Going to 
Happen Here”

Museum of Revolution, New Belgrade, 2007.

* A quote by Paul Gauguin



Glasgow Improvisers Orchestra, Glasgow

Punk band Bittre Barn, Trondheim, Norway



Points for discussion: 

Is it possible to resurrect a lost revolution?1. 

What does it mean to participate?2. 

Is it possible to relate the unfinished Museum of Revolution to the seemingly unfinished 3. 
- since continuous - project Art is either Plagiarism or Revolution, or: Something is Definitely 
Going to Happen Here? 

Are there possible relations to the politics of New Belgrade as the social and architectural 
project?  To other cities and communities? 

Does the further and ongoing exploration add layers of new narratives, and do you feel 4. 
these layers add something to the project and the initial site? 
Do you feel the project should return to Belgrade at some point? How? 

This project started form the invitation of Zoran Erić to participate in 5. Differentiated 
Neighbourhoods, a longterm (2 years) research project with international artists, and 
artists, journalists, filmmakers, and scientists from Belgrade. 
How do you think about artists and researchers from abroad reflecting on site-specifics? 
Do you think this is cultural tourism, do you think an outside view can open up new 
perspectives, do you think outsiders can learn anything from a local, site-specific 
situation*?

Does this project make you reflect on the role and position of the media in politics and 6. 
society at large? 

Can you share your thoughts on the recent and current urban developments in your city? 7. 
Do you feel you can claim a certain ‘right to the city’? How?

 

More info on this project and other background information can also be found on: 

http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/

http://www.bikvanderpol.net/DOC/A%20Prior-17-Zoran%20Eric.pdf

http://www.labforculture.org/en/users/site-users/site-members/jelena-vesic/51331/19158

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-Aligned_Movement

http://newleftreview.org/?view=2740

* Concerning for example urban planning, the ideas and ideologies behind New Belgrade, the 
park, the location of Belgrade as the city where the first summit of the Non-Aligned Movement 
took place.


